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Welcome to this edition of NICE Magazine, the
Collaboration Issue. We’ve got a great selection of
creative work to share with you this time around, and
hope that reading this issue becomes collaborative
for you too, and that you take out something
inspiring, insightful, or just plan wonderful.
In putting the content together for this edition, we
became aware of the myriad collaborative projects
happening on our doorstep, all the time. It was
impossible to ignore these, and instead prompted
questions as to why collaboration is so prevalent
in South Africa right now. We connected with
some creatives at the centre of this collaborative
happening, including duo Jana+Koos, musician
and artist João Orecchia, and post-everything
band The Brother Moves On, to get their thoughts
on collaboration. Then we take a look inside two
collaborative hubs: Michel Gondry’s Home Movie
Factory, and Die Moederskip.
From further afield we have a range of collaborative
projects, which although inherently personal, have
been made possible by technology and specifically
the Internet. This apparent incongruity is fascinating,
and speaks to new ways of connecting and working
that supersedes physical geography. We have
brothers Tom and James, who collaborate from
different sides of the Pacific Ocean, ALSO, who use
the web to bring diverse creatives into the same
space, and The Disposable Memory Project which
enables an analogue community to exist digitally.
We’ve also got a few new things in store for you this
issue, plus our regular Ten Things features. And in
the spirit of collaboration, we got all the Nicework

team involved in this edition. From submitting visual
features, to drawing exquisite corpses, to submitting
songs for a mix-mash mixtape, everyone added their
bit. We think it’s made for an exciting magazine.
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Lastly, a big thank you to everyone who participated
so enthusiastically and contributed to this issue.
Without your willingness, we’d have nothing to
showcase. We enjoy making each new connection
that every issue brings, and look forward to sharing
our next batch of contributors with you in the next
issue of NICE Magazine.
Thanks for reading!
Submissions: If you are interested in being featured in NICE
magazine please contact: layla@nicework.co.za
All images copyright the respective contributors.
The utmost care has been taken to present the information in
NICE as accurately as possible.
If there has been an inaccurate reporting of information please
contact us and we will rectify it as best as possible.
All efforts have been made to contact copyright holders.
Questions can be directed to hello@nicework.co.za.
Published by: Nicework Communications
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For Australian brothers, Tom and James Hancock, drawing and
making art has always been part of their lives. James was born
in 1977 and Tom was born in 1981 with Downs Syndrome. From
an early age the brothers have worked together on their artistic
endeavours, starting out by creating colourful cards for their
friends and family. Today, their creative collaborations
have come full-circle.
We caught up with James, who now works on creative projects
around the world, to find out more about his very unique side
project, Tom & James Draw.
All images copyright Tom and James
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Q’s

1. When did you and Tom first start
collaborating together?
We collaborated together when we were
quite young, drawing on top of each other and
influencing each other’s process. It has always
been a dialogue. Tom has really influenced
my process, getting me to draw in a free and
abstract way and encouraging the invention of
personal codes and symbols.
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explore engines and machines, cars and trucks.
These are usually very loosely painted and then
organically built upon collaboratively. Another
exhibition saw us explore portraits of people
with all their thoughts and emotions spilling out
of their heads in pattern and symbol. This was
especially powerful with our obvious interest in
the differences in our perception of the world,
and contrasts in how we see and interact
with the world.

2. How does the collaborative process
usually take place?
We usually start with either a blank surface
and then just begin sprawling over the page. It
is really organic and we literally work on top of
each other. Tom might draw a little creature,
and I might give it a few more legs, or I might
draw a solar system and Tom will connect it all
together. It is very collaborative in content and
process. Other times I will create a very abstract
color field over which we do the same process.

4. Would you say that there’s a kind of secret
language at play in the collaborative pieces
that only you and Tom understand?
There is definitely an unspoken communication
going on when we draw, as the image builds and
builds we both know what it needs and where
to work. Sometimes Tom will get very focused
and our work together becomes silent and
meditative, at others we stop and remark on
every mark we make, encouraging more overlay.

3. Are there recurring subjects/motifs/images/
ideas/etc? Where do they come from?
There are definitely a few recurring symbols
which we both like to use, but they are quite
abstract. Very simple shapes and joining tools
like dotted lines etc are especially loved. As
for content we tend to jump around but keep
it quite masculine. A recent exhibition saw us

5. I read that both you and Tom are interested in
the idea of obsession. Can you elaborate a little
on this idea a little…
There is definitely a shared experience of
obsession in our everyday life. The kind of
obsession that researchers have, where you
focus down on something and really get
involved in a world. We do this to an extent
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7. Has this collaboration been received
differently by the respective art and
design worlds? (Or is this distinction
perhaps irrelevant?)
Because of our history and the colourful
quality of the work, it has been received very
well across all worlds. We get invitations,
orders and congratulations from around
the world. People are moved very deeply
by the collaboration. I think there is a very
generous amount of love given to these kinds
of projects, where people can see the benefits
of disabled people in the community. It can
sometimes feel like they are disappearing,
but through projects like this it is wonderful
to share how amazingly influential and
inspiring my brother has been to me and the
community in which he lives.

and by doing so it feels like we invent our own
worlds through that obsession. Obsession to
me is almost like filtering. Like taking away
everything until you are left with one focus or
obsession. There is also a lot of literal mark
making obsession, where we will fill a corner
in dots or dashes, embracing the calmness of
repetitive obsessive work.
6. Would you say that the collaboration work
influences your individual work?
Definitely, Tom’s work and the work we have
done together has influenced my work a lot. I
try to be much more free and subjective in my
work because of him. He is not afraid to use
very personal symbols that others might not
understand and I really respect that.
It’s almost like map-making for yourself.
I love this. I love this idea of building a
graphic language to communicate the
uncommunicatable. I feel like Tom
does this naturally.
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8. If you could, what would you say Tom takes
out of this creative collaboration?
Tom is very proud of his work. At the
openings he loves to share what he has
done with people, he loves to make speeches
about his work and present his world. His
verbal communication isn’t amazing, so I
feel like every opportunity like this (and his
other pursuits such as drama) allow him
to communicate on another level. It also
formalizes a very special time for us
together, allowing two brothers to enjoy
each other’s company and communicate
through collaboration.
9. This is a special kind of collaboration; do you
think that it has brought you closer together
as brothers?
Most definitely. When we are really inspired
and Tom is focussed it feels like we are a
great team. It’s wonderful to be able to spend
this extra time together that is outside of the
daily routines of life and put our passions onto
the page together.
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We’re leaving disposable cameras all over the world, for people to find, use and
pass on, until they return home, so we can share their journeys and stories.

The

The Disposable Memory Project came into being in 2008, when founder Matthew
Knight spotted a single-use camera for sale. Being cheap, disposable, and most
importantly, film, rather than digital, these cameras make for a perfect medium
for a slow art project – something that would develop over time.
And develop it has. In the four years since the first camera was dropped, people
across the globe have taken part, either through finding an existing camera, or
creating a new one to introduce into the project. The project has visited over 75
countries, released almost 500 cameras, and travelled the distance to the moon
and back, literally.

Images copyright the Disposable Memory Project
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The premise is simple; anyone is invited to release a camera into the world. Each camera
has a unique web address that enables the project to track its course, and a simple message
addressed to its finder:

Hello, thanks for picking me up! I’m part of a global
photography project. Take a few photos and then pass me on.
Then visit http://disposablememoryproject.org to find
out what to do next.

When a camera is found, its location and details are logged on the project’s website so that
everyone who has been involved can watch its journey. When the film is complete, the camera
is sent home and the images are processed and published on the site.
Photographs capture our most intimately personal moments, they’re our reminders of the
things we’ve done and seen, and the people we’ve shared these with along the way. Matthew
explains how The Disposable Memory Project, in making memories ephemeral, creates new
memories through the process. “Everyone who takes part knows that they might never get
their images back, and at best, it will take months, if not years, before they see their photos.
That is part of the excitement, and if the camera does return home, the images are so much
more wonderful knowing they’ve travelled across the globe in the hands of strangers.”
But whilst this is a film project, it’s the web that has made it possible. This partnering
of analogue and digital technology is a collaboration in and of itself, which presents
opportunities for new kinds of experiences. Matthew explains: “Connecting people together
across continents, keeping track of the cameras and sharing the images and stories easily is
what the web does really well, but digital photography is ultimately more disposable than film.
We all take thousands of images on digital cameras, which never get a second look. When you
only have 36 exposures on a roll of film, you make sure every image counts”.
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Ever wondered where life comes from, why cats purr, or
how cells speak to each other? Despite our attempts to
make the world and all its myriad wonders categorically
known through scientific reason, there are some
mysteries that elude us still. ALSO, a creative trio made up
of Julia in New York and Jenny and Matt in Chicago, have
orchestrated a collaborative new book called The Where,
the Why, and the How which pairs 75 scientists up with 50
artists to explore some of the unexplained phenomena
that mystify and amaze.
Images copyright the Where, the Why, and the How
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The idea for the book grew out of ALSO’s collective fascination in the
intersection of art and science; in diagrams of cells, tectonic plate
renderings and microscopic photographs of insects. Jenny says that she
and her fellow ALSO partners were particularly inspired by artworks that
were based on incomplete or speculative science, like old anatomical
renderings of the human body where whole sections of the anatomy were a
mystery and the artist had to create their own interpretation. They wanted
to do something similar, but with current unsolved scientific questions.
“We wanted to make a book that was both beautiful to look at, and piqued
people’s interests”, says Jenny.

The contributing scientists were found with the help of a science librarian
from New York University. The scientists were each asked to write an essay on
their specific field of expertise. The artists were easier to find. “We’re friends
with a lot of talented artists,” Jenny says, “so we had a long list of people we
wanted to work with. The three of us voted on each artist we wanted to ask”.
Once the final list of contributors was settle on, ALSO gave each artists the
essay they felt best suited their individual style and approach. The pairs were
not in contact with each other during the process. “We wanted the artists to
be able to come up with their own ideas and stressed that it didn’t need to
be scientifically accurate”, says Jenny. “These weren’t meant to be scientific
diagrams,” she explains, “but more artistic interpretations of topics”. In turn,
the scientists were excited to see how the artists would be inspired by their
theories and bring them to life visually.
ALSO hopes that the open-endedness of The Where, the Why, and the How will
allow readers to be collaborators too, creating their own interpretations of the
content. “Since the book is full of mysteries,” Jenny says, “we hope that it will
fill the reader with a sense of wonder”.
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Image copywrite Amy Tertiens and Peter Doubell

Image copywrite Amy Tertiens and Peter Doubell

This Is Film launched at the end of September 2012 out of the need to bring
the community of analog photography lovers together in an age where
digital is ubiquitous. “We wanted to take a step back and celebrate all the
magic that is film photography; to build a space that people could come to
share and be inspired, and be reminded that film is not dead, but still very
much alive”, says Cara of This is Film.
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‘Debating the merits of film over digital and viceversa is redundant. It’s not about more realistic
skin tones, greater resolution, or even more
abstract ideas like the ‘soul’ of a picture. Those
of us who still enjoy the analogue experience
revel in the process more than the end results.
We reject the idea that objective perfection is the
end goal of photography.’
- Excerpt from the This is Film Manifesto written by Dylan Culhane

Image copywrite Tauriq Dolley and Jan Otto

Image copywrite Tauriq Dolley and Jan Otto

One of the community projects This is Film launched is Film Swap.
The idea is that people pick up a roll of film, shoot it and then return
it for someone else to re-shoot. The second shooter doesn’t know what
has been shot, and the first shooter doesn’t know what will be shot.
It’s all about celebrating the accidental and spontaneous. It’s a
collaborative project of chance that has rendered some incredible
results. “We’re very proud of the outcome of this project, and the
creativity of the participants,” Cara says, “there are still loads of
shooters out there and we can’t wait to get more of the film back
and share the results!”
Here are some examples from two Film Swap teams: Tauriq Dolley +
Jan Otto; and Amy Tertiens + Peter Doubell.
It’s all about getting involved! So why not follow This is Film on Twitter
and Facebook to stay updated on the projects.

Image copywrite Amy Tertiens and Peter Doubell
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“We’ve had an unconventional path getting to
where we are”, says Jana, one half of Jana+Koos
Un.Creative Collective. Jana Hamman and Koos
Groenewald, are the creative wunderkinder
advertising agencies call when they need a big
concept cracked fast, and well. “We’re like a
well-oiled machine in the way that we work;
we’re specialised and we’ve made a name for
ourselves,” Jana says. The two met whilst
studying ten years ago, and have been working
together ever since. But it’s as Jana+Koos that
the two have really come into their own, as
individuals, and as a collective powerhouse.
Images copyright Jana + Koos
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THE FROWN X THE BROTHER MOVES ON

SUNDAY 29 MAY / 2PM / ROOFTOP, REVOLUTION HOUSE,
CORNER MAIN STR AND KRUGER STR, MABONENG PRECINCT.

We met up with Jana and Koos to chat about their
creative romance, and find out more about why
collaboration is such an important part of their approach
to everything they do.
Advertising is like the biggest dating game
“We’re super lucky being able to work as a team;
advertising is like the biggest dating game, everyone’s
trying to find their perfect match” Jana says. For Koos
and Jana, they’ve found their perfect partner in the
other, like an old married couple, except that they’re
not old, and their relationship is purely creative. Ideas
flow seamlessly, they finish each other’s sentences
and pre-empt the other’s thoughts. It’s because of this
relationship that the pair believe they’re able to work so
fluidly, with each trusting the others’ skill, opinions and
level of expectation. This allows them to know when to
push a little more, and when the job is done.
But to assume that it’s all plain sailing would be wrong.
As dynamic as their partnership is, they’re still two very
different people, with different views, approaches, ways
of working and ideas. But it’s this difference that Jana
and Koos seize as their strength. “When we’ve fought
about something in every direction, and if we’re not
fighting any more, then we know it’s right,” says Koos.
When we started we said let’s just do shit that we like
When Koos and Jana decided to go it alone as
Jana+Koos, the unknowns were numerous. Two years
in and they have at least 15 campaigns on the go at any
given time. Despite this, it’s the option to say ‘no’ that
has changed everything for them (even if they never do),
and created the space for new creative ventures and
collaborations that they wouldn’t have anticipated a
few years ago.

Earlier this year, Jana and Koos held their first multi-media exhibition
with artist Adele Prins, entitled Gold. The exhibition playfully explored
the city of Johannesburg’s reputation as ‘the city of gold/diggers’.

“We’re not fine artists” says Jana, “but we just
like making cool things. Most creatives are so
precious about their ideas and their campaigns
and executions, but we aren’t, not with each other
and not with other people”.
It is this unique attitude that sees Jana+Koos teaming up with a wide
and eclectic range of different people to work on an equally varied
mix of different projects.
The pair was at the heart of the Skeleton Crew, a collective of artists who
pushed the confines of their main mediums to explore and experiment
with new collaborations. Together with photographer Liam Lynch,
and musicians Joao Orecchia and Mpumi Mcata, the Skeleton Crew
conceptualised and created the Invisible Cities events, which aimed to
reinterpret the cultural landscape of the city of Johannesburg through
space, music and art.
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We’re passionate about everything we do, but that doesn’t necessarily
make us passionate about advertising as an industry
Despite working on some big commercial brands, it’s the random,
unexpected projects that Koos and Jana enjoy working on most.
They are most happy and believe they create their best work when
there is room to play, and space for ideas to grow and change and
develop as the project evolves.
The collaboration with electronic band 5men3missing provided just such an
open brief. Simply, to get people engaged and involved during the band’s
performance. Koos and Jana set to work creating cardboard box heads,
fold-up box toys, and box flyers, all screen printed by hand in Koos’ mom’s
textile factory. “It was one of my favourite projects we’ve ever done,” says
Koos. It turned out to be a huge success, with people still asking them
about the box heads to this day.

“It was all done with zero budget, zero time, zero
anything…it was almost the first glimmer of
where this (Jana+Koos) was heading,” Jana says.
She continues: “If you’re solving the right problem with the right purpose,
the rest just comes naturally”.
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EBB&
FLOW

BIKES

&
I can’t imagine workingEBB
without
Jana
FLOW
This year has seen the couple branch out to explore creative projects
of their own. Koos held a sold-out solo illustration show, and Jana is
beginning plans for a ‘finger furniture’ range (that’s jewellery to you and
me). But Koos reaffirms that despite these solo forays, “there will always
be cross over, and we’ll never not work with each other...I
SOME can’t imagine
JUNE
working without Jana, but from here we’ll also be doing more of our own
stuff”. Jana agrees, saying that she can easily see them
working together
SOME
JUNE
for the rest of their lives.
IN

IN

EBB&FLOW EP

Single covers correlating Moonlakes to co-ordinates on earth | 1. Ebb&Flow / Lake of hope (Lacus Spei) 43.0° N, 63.0° E - Dessert near Arian Sea, Uzbekistan | 2. Bikes / Lake of dreams (Lacus Somniorum) 38.0° N 29.2° E Yeniköy YoluDenizli, Turkey |
3. Some Day in June / Lake of Solitude (Lacus Solitudinis) 27.8° S, 104.3° E Mexico City | 4 Get the message / Lake of Luxury (Lacus Luxuriae) 19.0° N 176.0° E - Wake Island North Pacific Ocean | 5 Fake the fall / Sea of the Edge (Mare marginis) 13.3° N 86.1° E
Calacoon city Philipines. | 6. Bound by Babes / Sea of Fecundity (Mare Fecunditatis) 176.0° N 51,3° W Havre Montana.
Single covers correlating Moonlakes to co-ordinates on earth | 1. Ebb&Flow / Lake of hope (Lacus Spei) 43.0° N, 63.0° E - Dessert near Arian Sea, Uzbekistan | 2. Bikes / Lake of dreams (Lacus Somniorum) 38.0° N 29.2° E Yeniköy YoluDenizli, Turkey |
3. Some Day in June / Lake of Solitude (Lacus Solitudinis) 27.8° S, 104.3° E Mexico City | 4 Get the message / Lake of Luxury (Lacus Luxuriae) 19.0° N 176.0° E - Wake Island North Pacific Ocean | 5 Fake the fall / Sea of the Edge (Mare marginis) 13.3° N 86.1° E
Calacoon city Philipines. | 6. Bound by Babes / Sea of Fecundity (Mare Fecunditatis) 176.0° N 51,3° W Havre Montana.
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There’s not a single piece of work that we’ve done that doesn’t
stem from a concept. That’s our constant, even though everything
we do is soBOUND
diverse
BY BABES
For Koos and
Jana, both as individuals and as a team, their approach
is always about finding the right solution to each unique project they
BOUND
BY BABES
work on. “We’re
not prescriptive” Koos explains, “we don’t want to force
a Jana+Koos style”. Because the duo takes such a personal, hands-on
approach to every project they work on, they are firmly against growing
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Each CD for the single was designed to correlate with the moonphase on which is was delivered.

Each CD for the single was designed to correlate with the moonphase on which is was delivered.

Jana+Koos into an agency and taking on additional people to manage.
“We’re very intuitive; we work by gut-feel, and it’s very hard for us to let
something go if we feel it’s not right,” Jana explains, “a lot of people
don’t have this problem, they do their job and get paid their salary”. Koos
goes on to explain that the intention from the beginning was to grow as
individuals
and do
better
and
more
financially
successful, it was
Singles were delivered
to radio
stationswork
by astronaut
and be
promoted
with branded
moon-balloons
never to grow in size and become just another agency.
Singles were delivered to radio stations by astronaut and promoted with branded moon-balloons
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We don’t
EBB& think we’re the best creative team on earth
FLOW
Despite all this, Koos and Jana remain down-to-earth and realistic.
“We’reEBB&
in each other’s faces all day everyday,” Jana says, “but we don’t
FLOW
think
we know everything, we don’t think we’re the best creative team on
earth, and we don’t think we have the best solution to everything but we
VENUE
at least know how to work with each other and feel comfortable
working
DATE and Koos
together”. It’s this attitude that underpins the success that Jana
TIME
have working as the collective. “We are just rolling with it,” they
VENUE say, “we
get very little time to sit down and think about where we are; DATE
we’re just
holding on to the roller coaster and going with it”.
TIME
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the home
movie factory
After showing in Paris, New York and Rotterdam, Michel Gondry’s
Home Movie Factory has come to Johannesburg. The interactive
experimental exhibition opens its doors to the public, and invites
anyone and everyone to star in and make their own movie using the
formula designed by Gondry himself. Nicework signed up to make a
movie, but before we embarked on the adventure, we caught up with
Arya Lallo, the artistic director for the project, to find out more about
how the Home Movie Factory came into being, and how she went
about giving it its uniquely Joburg feel.
Images copyright The Home Movie Factory and the makers of Ester’s Buns
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The Home Movie Factory is executive produced by The Bioscope,
Joburg’s only independent cinema, and runs as part of the France/
South Africa Season. Darryl Els and Russell Grant, the men behind The
Bioscope, approached Arya in June to take the creative lead and bring
the Factory to life.
In conceptualising the space, Arya drew off her background in film and
documentary making. Her intention was to create an environment in
which anyone and everyone would feel some sense of familiarity, even
with the foreign. She achieved this by paying acute attention to detail,
so that each set becomes a perfect replica of a real life setting. It took
Arya and her team two months of hard work and long hours to build
the Factory. The outcome is a mini Joburg, in all its mix-match glory,
housed under one roof.

Arya goes on to explain however that the design of the Factory goes
beyond the physical sets, and aims to be a space that facilitates
collaboration and exploration within Gondry’s movie-making process.
This process entails two workshops and then the actual filming of the
movie. Everyone participates, all ideas and opinions are considered, and
the element of chance is embraced as a core part of the creative course.

“Maybe if we actually interact,” Arya says, “we’ll
be surprised by what we have in common with
strangers…for starters, everyone likes to play!”
And play Nicework most certainly did when we made our movie. At the
time we thought we’d made the next Casablanca, now we’re not quite
sure it’s safe for outside viewing…so here are some stills from Ester’s
Buns and the gentle tears from space!

NIC[E]R
mixtape
Invisible Cities Pirate Radio, or ICR, is an
online radio station broadcasting out of
The Maboneng Precinct in Johannesburg.
Started by prolific local artist and musician
João Orecchia, who is fascinated by sounds,
experimental music, field recordings and
soundscapes, ICR is a place for artists
and experiments.
Because we’re exploring the idea of
collaboration in this edition of NICE, and
because we thought it’d be interesting to
explore more multi-media content, we decided
to make a fun little foray into
the world of sound.
Guided by the masterful João, we embarked
on our first ever mixtape collaboration. Each
person at Nicework selected and submitted
their favourite song of the moment, and João
remixed and reworked these into a wholly
new and experimental aural offering. Expect a
weird and eclectic mix of songs, from P!nk, to
The Knife, to Little Dragon, to Francoise Hardy
and a few original songs by some of the ICR
resident DJs.
Look out for the broadcast soon, which
will be done jointly on the Nicework
blog and ICR.
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Johannesburg based performance collective, The Brother
Moves On (TBMO), have been dramatically pushing the
boundaries of music and performance art, causing them to
stretch and blur, and only then begin to accommodate their
unique style of artistic expression. TBMO make music, but they
also perform and make art, all at the same time.So to define
the Brother as a band, or any other one thing would be false,
because theyare always shifting and expanding and offering
their audience something new.
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“The notion of fluidity and flux is testament to the
name, The Brother Moves On”, says Siya, vocalist,
songwriter and performer in the collective.
No member of the collective is considered permanent, but rather ‘passes
through’ and adds their bit to the collective experience that is TBMO.
“Without collaboration,” Siya continues, “there is no Brother”.

But to be part of the Brother, is to be able to deny the individual ego so as
to become part of the collective. “We look for kamikaze pilots when we
look for collaborators – lots of heart and brains to hit the mark”, says
Siya. The Brother Moves On is about radical creative experimentation
and expression, and in order to achieve this, a shared vision needs to
be held by all.
To watch TBMO perform is to be assaulted on all the sense, but in an
inspiring way. Their upcoming tour, a visual, aural and performance
journey called the Expected Time of Arrival, is set to explore the Brother’s
preoccupation with the notion of time as it plays out in the African
context. This relentless subversion of boundaries, both of their own and of
conventional ones, makes the Brother such a relevant collective right now.
“If we were in the audience,” Siya explains, “we’d want to be flabbergasted
by the audacity of the collective”.
Looking forward into the New Year, there are already (and not
surprisingly) many new things in sight. The Brother have an epic musical
in the making, which is being written as we write this. We look forward to
seeing whatever this collective’s next move is.
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Images copyright Laura Carlin and Chie Miyazaki

Laura Carlin is an Illustrator based in
London. She illustrates books mostly, but
has been complementing her commercial
work with ceramics for the past five years.
She finds that the two practices compliment
one another. Whether working in 2D or
3D, she thinks it’s vital to look and watch
what’s going on around her, especially the
details. Her subject matters range from
kittens to dead sailors.
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Chie Miyazaki is a Japanese illustrator,
currently based in London. In 2010 Chie
started applying her illustrations onto on-off
pottery pieces. She describes her style as
naïve, with an energetic style. She enjoys the
sometimes-unexpected shapes that working
with clay allows for. When painting, she likes
trying to listen and see what colour the clay
itself wants to wear. Chie feels close to her
instinct when working in ceramic, bringing
a nostalgic feeling of childhood and her
background to her work.
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A few years ago, Laura received a plate made by Chie as a Christmas gift.
This was the start of what would become the collaboration ‘Moo Moo Woof
Woof’. The two ladies met up, and spoke about their mutual enthusiasm
to create their own ‘world’ of ceramic animals together. “I hope that we
get to work together again,” Laura says, “especially with the theme of
animals; you can just run and run with it”. And run the collaboration did,
culminating in a 2-day show in London entitled ‘Moo Moo Woof Woof, a
selection of ceramic animals from the past, present and future…’
“Collaboration is a very sensitive thing,” says Laura, “as you get older you
get more precious about your work and the time you have to do it in”. But
working with Chie, she explains how they were able to work well together
“because while there’s a respect for one another’s work, the work is
different, both in the inspirations behind it and the marks being put down”.
                                                               

“I think we inspired each other and encouraged
play within the work,” says Chie, “You would
watch the other make a dinosaur or a sleeping
lion and want to do the same”. For Laura,
Chie provided a rare calm to work with,
and adds that she found it a really positive
experience because “you could take it in turns
to feel inspired or deflated”.
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die moederskip
A new ship’s unfurled its sails in Pretoria, South Africa, and is
making waves in the local creative scene. Die Moederskip (that’s ‘The
Mothership’ to those non-Afrikaans speakers) is a shared office space,
bistro and craft shop. We caught up with M.J. du Preez, the captain of the
ship, to find out more about this hot new spot.

All images copyright Die Moederskip

Die Moederskip came into existence when M.J. and his
wife began looking for a space that he could work out
of, and she could open her dream bistro. The perfect
spot was found, but there was room to spare. It was at
this moment that M.J had the idea that would result in
what is now Die Moederskip. He called up a bunch of
his design and film friends who all worked from home,
and invited them to take up professional residency
with him and his wife. Two days later the entire space
was full, and it was full speed ahead.
Die Moederskip houses the Honey Badger Bistro,
Die Skim Grot shop, and is now home to Gerhard
van Wyk/This Pencil Illustration, Doktrine, Louis
Minnaar Creative Visual Design, BrentBlack Sudios,
Gerhard Uys Media, Nouvanaand Films, and Swagger
Accessories & Homeware. The benefit of this shared
space is that each business benefits from the others.
Since moving in, each resident has seen an increase
in business, and M.J. believes that this is because of
the constant ‘free advertising’ that they receive from
visitors to the Honey Badger Bistro.
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Die Moederskip also houses a large photography studio which all of the resident
business can use. “There’s great camaraderie,” M.J. says, without the usual ‘office
drama’ that can often come when people work for the same company. “Everyone
helps out when it comes to opinions about work or when someone’s stuck with
something… You just pop next door and get a fresh pair of eyes,” he says.
An additional advantage to life on Die Moederskip is collaboration. M.J. says that
the different companies work together on projects, using their combined in-house
skills rather than hiring in additional people. “It’s awesome to see how other
creatives approach problem solving,” M.J says, “It helps you to determine which
of your structures and devices work and which don’t, helping you to then grow.
It’s also great to see your projects go to levels that your skills wouldn’t necessarily
have been able to take them”. So for M.J. and his fellow creative crew, collaboration
has become a part of daily life aboard of Die Moederskip.
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Visual feature

Ross
As the name rightly implies, these features are all
pictures and just a few words. Each Nicework designer
was asked to submit a project, a person, or basically
anything that communicated interestingly in a visual way.

Our creative director,
chose to feature
Japanese-born
typographer Jing
Zhang, who creates
beautiful 3D lettering.

Jess

Our in-house illustrator,
submitted an innovative
project called MobileMobile
in which cellular phones
are repositioned into
an interactive sound
installation.

Gordon

Nicework’s animator, is
ever fascinated by where
art and technology meet.
He submitted Emoto, an
interactive sound
sculpture project.

Arline

Our designer and NICE
magazine art director, chose
to feature Flower Safari,
a local plant, craft and art
exhibition held in Cape Town.

This is what they came up with.
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Visual feature

jing zhang
London based illustrator and designer, Jing Zhang,
creates beautiful 3D typography, amongst other things.
She started out as a fashion illustrator, and now creates
work for Osiris Shoes, Future Publishing, Digital
Arts, Ford, Volvo and IBD. We caught up with this
busy lady, and asked her a few questions about her
work, and what’s on her inspiration radar.
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1.   Tell us what you do
I’m a Digital Designer/Illustrator.
2.   Why do you do it?
I studied fashion design when I was in university. I learnt how to illustrate
with a computer when I had to do assignment on fashion illustration. I then
somehow developed more into the digital world.
3.   Tell us about your process
I start with sketches first. Because most of my work is in a geometrical
world, I have to sketch the rough idea out for my clients. I then start the
modeling in C4D, rendering some lighting layers if necessary. Finally I work
on the details in Illustrator.
4.   Who do you admire?
Woody Allen, Ai Weiwei.

5.   What project are you most proud of?
I’m very proud of my Resort Type project. I had great fun in the process. I
really felt like I was on holiday whilst creating it.
7.   Who would you love to collaborate with?
I’d love to collaborate with my husband James Wignall. He’s an awardwinning animator. We’ve been married for nearly 4 years and we still
haven’t worked together, yet.
8.  What is the best thing youve seen online/in general recently?
The Google sea view in Australia. Definitely one of the most amazing things
I’ve seen and makes me love internet.
10. What are you currently listening to?
BBC radio 6 jukebox.
11. What would you like to see in the NICE Magazine?
Typography and illustrations, because I’m a big fan.
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Visual feature

mobile mobile
Mobile Mobile is an interactive art installation conceived by fantastic
Sydney-based creative director James Theophane. It is a chandelier of
suspended mobile phones, which chirp and beep beautiful tunes when
participants text, tweet them or interact with them on site.
Anyone can play! Collaborative art at its finest.

Images copyright Mobile Mobile
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Images copyright Emoto

Visual feature

emoto
installation
Emoto captured and visualised the global response around
the London 2012 Olympic Games on Twitter in an interactive
online visualisation and physical data sculpture.
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Based on approx. 12.5 million Twitter messages which were aggregated in
real-time, emoto captured trending topics and how they were discussed online
in an interactive visualisation which was running live in parallel to the Games in
July and August 2012. Each Tweet was annotated with a sentiment score by the
project’s infrastructure using software provided by Lexalytics. This data formed
the basis for an extensive profiling of London2012 which was finally documented
in this interactive installation and physical data sculpture at the WE PLAY
closing exhibition of the Cultural Olympiad in the Northwest.
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Images copyright Flower Safari

flower
safari
Flower Safari is an collective
exhibition, put together by many
creative friends. Making beautiful
things (art and objects) with
different materials.
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Flower Safari is a group exhibition featuring clothing by Take Care, jewellery
by Dear Rae, art and products by Elsabé Milandri, Jess Pedersen, Ami
Ellenbogen, Nix Davies, Kirsty Rielly, Emalie Bingham, Mariah Breitenberg and
Julia Merrett. The show will be up from the 25th of October until the 25th of
November. Welcome Spring!
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

le cadavre
exquis
The year was 1925, the setting was 54 rue du Chateau,
and the hour was probably late, when André Breton and
his Surrealist friends sat around a parlor table playing a
game of visual chance. Each drew a section of a figure,
without knowing what the other had drawn before,
resulting in strange and abstracted creatures. This is
how “Le cadavre exquis boira le vin nouveau”, translated
as “The exquisite corpse will drink the new wine”,
came into being. The game served as a way to explore
Lautréamont’s classic injunction that “poetry must be
made by all and not by one.” In the spirit of creative
collaborative inquiry, Nicework decided to draw some of
its own ‘exquisite corpses’.
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Images copyright Nicework
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NW SHOWCASE

meditech SA
MEDITECH is a global business that provides
integrated software solutions to private and public
healthcare institutions. They approached Nicework
to curate, design and produce an exhibition that
would showcase their exceptional services to both
established and potential clients.
Images copyright Nicework
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Despite tight deadlines, this project was an enjoyable challenge
because MEDITECH SA proved to be clients with clear goals and objectives.
What they wanted was a clean, modern, and innovative look and feel that
showcased the benefits of technology. They also wanted the exhibition to
celebrate the company’s longevity and the loyalty of their clients.
After much brainstorming, we came to the core realisation that it is the
people and their accolades that have made the company the success it is
today. And just like that, “30 Years, 30 Stories” was born.
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This concept allowed us to tell the emotive stories of
some of the patients, doctors and healthcare workers
whose lives had been positively impacted by MEDITECH’s
innovative technology.
We rolled this concept out into design by a using bold and
colourful graphic style that was in line with the MEDITECH
SA branding. Icons were used to show the company’s
progressive and innovative approach. Each story was
assigned a colour palette to express different features of
MEDITECH SA’s service package.

We then developed a synapse motif that was used throughout the event
branding. The synapse not only has medical connotations, but also reflects
MEDITECH SA’s ability to connect with and support a wide network of
clients, doctors and patients.
We printed the 30 stories on Perspex in differing sizes to provide emphasis
and to create a visual hierarchy within the exhibition. The transparency of
the works created a dynamic shadow of the medical icons against the silver
grey walls of the MEDITECH SA offices.
The exhibition was an overwhelming success, and the client was thrilled by
the work we produced for them. This thrilled us in return.
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101 Ways to kill a hipster
02

Stomach explodes, after consuming too many artisinal foodstuffs
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ten things
The Collaborate Edition

Each issue we ask interesting people to select
and photograph ten things that they like, enjoy,
appreciate or are inspired by.
This issue we asked diversely talented couple, Nathan
and Levinia, to collaborate on a submission inspired
by the idea of collaboration. Then Nicework’s own
illustrator extraordinaire Jess gives us her ten things,
and lastly NICE’s new editor, Layla, shares hers.
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Levinia Jones is a doer of things, a maker of
projects, and a recent freelancer. She works in the
Arts for Social Transformation, runs a festival about
Sex across Jozi, and has recently become an avid
gardener and pillager of friends’ succulents. She is
passionate about the South African Creative Economy
(don’t get her started) and enjoys sundowners on her
balcony with friends or just Nathan.
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Nathan Redpath is a Beat Maker / Emcee / DJ
and electronic musician under the guise of KingB.
His music and emceeing has taken him on many a
journey, from the World Cup Fan Park to opening for
DJ Krush and Snoop Dogg. He has collaborated with
a few important people, alot of talented people and
has a solo album ‘MakingBeats’. He is an
avid Chelsea supporter, and knows a thing or two
about coffee. Nathan also manages the ever so
funky Warm&Glad cafe/retail space in
Craighall Park Johannesburg.
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1.

2.

This wasn’t nearly as easy as we thought
it would be. Some of our first choices
just couldn’t fit in the frame. So this
is a selection of items, some with the
collaborative theme in mind, and others
simply because we love them.

3.
1. Cool clock
This was my 30th Bday pressie from Nathan (Nate).
We love it cause its rather contemporary and works
super well with the retro furniture we have. And
cause it just looks good the way all the parts move in
different directions).

5.
6.
4.
8.

7.

2. Blue Eli’s
This was a collaboration between Nate and Mike
(friend from Durbs), they found it in a garden centre,
took it home and made it blue. It looks great in our
entrance with the hats hanging off it.
3. Purple Man
KidRobot Obey Dunny is a gift from close friends
(Mike and Jane) for helping with their wedding.

9.

4. Bracelet
This was a rocking collaborative Bday present from
my family and Levinia (Liv) last year, it’s from Mexico
and comes from the Taxco Jewellery House that’s
been around forever (well almost).
5. Le Succulents
Liv has recently become obsessed with succulents
now we have a balcony, and has taken to making all
sorts of super succulent gardens, of which I don’t
collaborate very much, especially after she got
hundreds of baby thorns stuck on her hands.

10.

6. Babushkas
These little ladies are great at entertaining just
about anyone who picks them up, from my 7 year old
niece to our buddies at a braai. They really do get
really tiny, and just when you thought it couldn’t,it
does again.
7. Wonder Wurlitzer
This baby was going to be chucked out of a new
building site. Luckily it was generously offered by
the owner to Nate, who was conveniently there to
save it from a terrible fate.
8. What’s a Wurlitzer without a metronome?
Most important partnership these two are, we
picked it up at Rosebank Market and now they are
best of friends.
9.  Jade Buddha
Passed down to me from my grandmother, the
great Leba Jaffe. This is one of my favourite
pieces at home.
10. Oil painting
One of our favourites. We bought it last year at
a gallery in Dullstroom. Got to be investing in
South African Art.
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Jess Wedepohl is a talented designer and
likes to illustrates beautiful things. She
recently joined the Nicework team- she is
known for her eccentricities the most loved
of which is Oliver, her pet hedgehog. Here you
can see the things she makes.
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1. Oliver
Oh, Oliver. Possibly the best thing I own. He
might look intimidating, but bless his heart,
he’s just the cutest little nugget of snuffles and
urine. Something of an unofficial office mascot,
Oliver is mostly in charge of payroll, logistics,
and running around with a cardboard tube on
his head.

7.

10.
3.

8.

4.
9.

3. Durban deer
This lovely brass deer was the product of a trip
to the Victoria Street Market in Durban. I bought
a stag and a doe – one for my sister, and one for
my self. I managed to talk the guy down from
R60 each to R120 for the pair… because I am
terrible at bargaining.
4. Applejack
Applejack the pony came to me as a bit of a
revenge gift – I bought my boyfriend his very
own pony to keep on his desk, and he thought it
only fair that I should have one as well, for the
office. She’s been stamped, drawn on, had hot
chocolate spilled on her face… she hides behind
my monitor most days.

5.
2.
6.
1.
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2. Jaffle iron
I recently moved into my first flat, and my mom
made the weighty decision to pass on the most
exciting of all kitchen implements – a jaffle
iron. Many a happy afternoon in my childhood
was spent making (and swiftly devouring) little
toasted sarmies in the shape of space ships. I
don’t have an iron or a working tin opener, but as
far as I’m concerned, I’m sorted.

5. Nice stamp
Here is a new stamp we made for our showreel
packaging. It’s funny how the silliest little things
can be what one is most proud of – this thing
took all of 45 minutes to design, but I love it
to death. Maybe this explains my compulsive
desire to stamp it on everything…
or perhaps that’s just because
STAMPS ARE FUN.

6. McDonald’s cheeseburger
I have a wild and tumultuous relationship
with unhealthy food, possibly kicked off by my
very first baby doll, whose name was ‘Bacon’.
Whatever the reason, the Golden Arches call
to me. And I can’t wait to finish taking artsy
pictures of this cheeseburger, so I can eat it.
7. This dog
My dad bought home two bizarre ceramic
doggies for my sister and I, from a fundraiser for
the Guide Dogs Association. My favourite part is
the thousand-yard stare. Aloof and elegant, with
a little dash of “what has been seen cannot be
unseen”.
8. My camera
This lovely little thing was built
from a kit, by my boyfriend and I. He was in
charge of assembly, quality control and testing,
while I was head of the ‘sit over there and try not
to break anything” division.
9. Disney everything
I get a bit of good-natured mockery for my
unabashed worship of Disney movies, (the good
stuff, none of this ‘Tinkerbell and the Great Fairy
Rescue’ shiz) but if you don’t cry a little during
that one scene from The Little Mermaid where
Triton smashes up Ariel’s grotto and tells her
that her undying love for the dashing prince Eric
can never be… well, we have nothing to say to
each other.
10. Hair dye
I recently came down with a case of what a
charming friend refers to as ‘scalp syphilis’, and
it’s proving very difficult to not go buckwild and
do my whole head in every colour of the rainbow.
Just like Princess Celestia, of My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic. Don’t you judge me.
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I’m Layla, the new editor of NICE magazine.
Before taking over this coveted role, I flitted between
different advertising agencies as a mercenary
copywriter. Glad to have those days behind me, I now
enjoy picking creatives’ brains to find out how they
tick, which NICE magazine provides me the perfect
opportunity to do. I also enjoy sewing, trying to draw,
and gardening. I’ve had the most success (to date)
with the latter. I also like hiking, and one day would
like to be followed around everywhere I go by a
blonde Borzoi dog called Minkie.
If I were to walk in to a collaboration blind, these are
the things I’d take with me.
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7.

1. Notebook
For notes, scribbles, doodles, ideas,
thoughts, distractions, and any number
of other things.

10.

8.

2. Fish pen
To write said notes et al, and a
novelty pen is infinitely more fun than
a regular pen.
3. Pliers
My favourite from the toolbox, and the
handiest.

3.

4. Derwent watercolour pencils
I’m traditional in terms of colouring
stationery and these pencils are
the best you get, with soft leads and
beautiful colours.

5.

4.

5. Measuring tape
Even if you don’t actually end up using it
(whichI probably wouldn’t), it’s always a
good idea to think about it.
6. Yusutomo calligraphy bamboo brush
It’s way cooler than a regular brush, and
makes me want to paint things.
7. Whiskey
Whiskey’s good.

9.

8. Swatches Book
A big book of nothing other than colours
and patterns, which is the perfect
book of inspiration for anything and
everything.

1.
6.
2.

9. Girly playing cards
I don’t really like playing cards, but I
do like trashy paper girly cards, so
I guess these function as a kind of
inspiration too.
10. Glitter
Everything is better with glitter.
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THE END
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